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BACKGROUND
COVID-19 (also referred to as Coronavirus) is a respiratory infection believed to spread through cough droplets. Symptoms can include fever, a cough 
and difficulty breathing. Symptoms can take up to 14 days to appear and are mild in the majority of cases, but can be more severe in people with pre-
existing health conditions or in older people.

As of 9 March 2020, the number of coronavirus infections has surpassed 100,000 and health authorities, governments and businesses are each 
implementing measures to control the spread. 

OUR PREPAREDNESS 
As an international business with more than 1,200 colleagues worldwide, and over 12,000 SME clients, we have an established Business Continuity Plan 
in place, which is owned and managed by our Global Risk Team. This includes a monthly Business Continuity Planning (BCP) Committee, made up of 
cross-functional representatives, responsible for developing and testing our issues and crisis response planning. 

In response to COVID-19 we have implemented our Business Continuity Plan to ensure that we can mitigate risk in a responsible, measured and 
proportionate way.

With operations in the Far East, initial measures began in January, with continuity plans now in place across all of the markets we operate within to 
ensure the safety of all colleagues, while continuing to service and support our clients.

INITIAL MEASURES
ESTABLISHMENT OF COVID-19 TASKFORCE

At the beginning of March, we established a COVID-19 Taskforce to strengthen our plans to help to prevent the spread of the virus. The 
Taskforce brings together senior leaders from across the business, to manage risk and agree measures.

EDUCATION, AWARENESS AND REGULAR COMMUNICATION

As with many organisations, one of the first measures implemented focussed on raising awareness of preventative measures to avoid 
the spread among colleagues. This includes information surrounding basic hygiene measures, such as frequent cleaning of hands using 
soap and water or hand sanitiser; covering the nose and mouth with a flexed elbow or disposable tissue when coughing and sneezing and 
avoiding touching your eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed hands. 

Colleagues are continuously reminded of these measures via regular internal communication, both via email and through a dedicated 
COVID-19 section of our intranet, @BFS.

The COVID-19 section of @BFS is updated in real-time so that our teams have access to the latest information and guidance surrounding 
the virus, and its impact.

REMOTE WORKING AND SOCIAL DISTANCING

In line with our Emergency Response Plans for each location, we have implemented remote working for all colleagues in ‘high risk’ 
locations. For all other locations, we have advised colleagues to work from home, operating a ‘Team A and Team B’ system where we 
require office attendance.

Our offices remain open for those who need to be physically present, though we have recommended colleagues do not attend premises 
unless necessary. We have provided guidance to all colleagues on physical and mental wellbeing of remote working, in addition to the 
successful testing of all processes to ensure there is minimal impact to our clients and business partners.

All relevant contact numbers have been redirected to provide continuity for clients, suppliers and partners.

Additionally, our IT and Information Security teams have enacted our cyber security and infrastructure resilience plans. This ensures we 
have increased monitoring in place against cyber threats, and sustainable systems and network access to facilitate an increased number 
of remote workers.  

SELF-ISOLATION 

From February 2020, we have implemented self-isolation for colleagues returning from high risk locations for fourteen days. 

BUSINESS TRAVEL

With immediate effect, all non-essential business travel has been suspended. This includes pre-scheduled meetings. In line with our 
IT policy, all meetings will take place via tele-conference or video conferencing until further notice. Guidance surrounding the use of 
applications such as Zoom and Microsoft TEAMS has been provided to ensure continuity of services and effective communication.
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OUR COMMITMENT TO CLIENTS 
BFS provides working capital, cashflow, asset finance, foreign exchange and insurance to SMEs across the world. Our clients remain at the heart of 
what we do, and we are confident that the measures we have taken will not impact service levels, funding availability, cover, or points of contact (where 
possible).

In this regard, our existing Emergency Response Plans, ensure colleagues are equipped in all eventualities – either due to reduced workforces, or 
remote working. As such there has been no impact on core processes for any of our operations.

INVOICE FINANCE 

Our core processes for invoice financing are fully functional, and 
unaffected by remote working, due to our contingency planning. 

These processes are:

•   Cash receipt (processing debtor payments) 

•  Processing invoices 

•  Making client payments 

•  Debt verification and credit control

ASSET FINANCE, FX AND INSURANCE 

Our Asset Finance business is operating effectively with 50 per cent 
of our team working remotely in accordance with our Emergency 
Response Plan. Core processes are unimpacted, including:  

•   Deal set up and pay out

•   Collection of customer payments

•   Drawing-down additional financing to fund pay-outs

Our Foreign Exchange business is equipped to operate at full capacity 
via remote working, including trading foreign currency, managing its 
cash position and making payment. All processes are unaffected, and 
currently 50 per cent of FX staff are remote working.

As a digital start-up, colleagues within our insurance business, Coverly, 
are fully equipped to remote work. New and existing customers can 
continue to make contact via telephone and live web-chat, and there 
has been no impact on core processes. 

SUMMARY 
Across all of our businesses, since implementing our Business Continuity Plans, there has been no change to service levels. We do not envisage this 
changing and are confident that the measures we have taken to date enable us to operate fully, whilst sufficiently mitigating risk to colleagues and 
clients. We have communicated our contingency measures with clients and business partners to ensure they understand the action we have taken.

SUPPORTING NEW CLIENTS 
We recognise that this is a period of uncertainty for many business, and that those that have previously not required funding, may now require support 
due to cashflow pressure. 

We remain open for business, and globally our total funding capability exceeds £1.2bn. 

MONITORING THE THREAT
We remain committed to playing our part in preventing the further spread of COVID-19, protecting our colleagues and clients, and ensuring that our 
business is fully functional throughout this time. We continue to monitor the situation externally, in addition to continuously testing our processes to 
mitigate risk, and provide client assurance.
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